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Clearly, Author Richard Harvey is a man of most sincere and elevated devotion and passion for
Truth…an eloquent advocate for the burgeoning Divine Soul resident in all humankind…
Through his life work as a psycho spiritual therapist layer by layer, he strips away the paltry
façade of ego, revealing the Great Truth of a something of incomprehensible Light and Ascended
Power, Virtue and Attribute ~ the lustrous Divine Nature and Presence within each and every
individual…complete embodiment of Love, brother and sister to all, loving all, not separate, one
in the Great Harmonic whole.
In “YOUR SACRED CALLING” ~ Richard Harvey points up the urgency for every individual
to choose the greatest and most rewarding Path, the uncovering and living of the Divine and
Glorious Self within, the one beyond personality, beyond experience, beyond time and space, the
path of elevation leading to the Kingdom of Bliss and of our true reality as offspring of the most
High, leading the reader to treasure the opportunities to rise up that each and every challenge
affords. Without stinting, he describes the pitfalls of the Modern Age, urging the exercise of
discrimination, reminding not to get so caught up in the material and external world, which is
passing at best, yet to seek the “Pearl of Great Price” in all that you do…a deep significance of
yourself and all others in our worlds…to recognize the “initiations” of the Divine Soul, to inquire
within, prompting one further in depth of spiritual realization and capacity to transcend. In a
most poignant and moving description of a profound ”initiatory” experience he himself had
which impacted his entire life, he so eloquently tells how he awakened to faith, to humility, to
reverence and hope.
Richard Harvey lives the word he speaks in every respect, a sign of a true teacher. He feels a
most genuine, heartfelt and compelling drive to make the most out of the most precious
opportunity we have here on earth to become the Divine Self complete, the luster of the Divine
Soul. He feels this for himself and for all others who have the fortune to avail themselves of his
spiritual therapeutic services. Your freedom is his soul’s delight and his only goal.
I highly recommend this book to all seekers and hope those who have not yet felt the “Calling”
from within will be guided to this noble book, in which the author puts forth a series of
revelatory questions at the end of each chapter, inspiring illumination within the reader; and in
which, there are such wonderful deep meditations bringing great balm of Divine Light to the
soul.

As you read, you will realize ever so strongly that the height of true “individualism” is rising
beyond status quo, beyond humdrum repetition, beyond separation, beyond attachments and selfimages to embrace the eternal Truth and all-encompassing Glory of your Divinity, as you so
happily discover the Authentic Self…the one you have been seeking all along!
Let the Divine Human rise!

